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Exercise 1

Consider a market physical model in which St follows a log-normal process

dSt = µStdt + σStdWt

and S0 > 0. In the same market the interst rate structure is modelled as a Libor Market model of
some given variance/covarince matrix Σt. Consider the spot measure associated to such an LMM and its
associated one-period roll bond process:

Nt = P (t, Tm(t))

m(t)−1∏
j=0

(1 + L(Tj , Tj , Tj+1)δj)

where m(t) = inf{i : t ≤ Ti}. Since N(t) is a martingale built upon market tradables it induces an
equivalent martingale measure QN under which StN

−1
t is a martingale. Under Nt the risk-nutral drift

term is seen to be

µNt =
L(Tm(t)−1;Tm(t)−1, Tm(t))

1 + L(Tm(t)−1;Tm(t)−1, Tm(t))(Tm(t) − t)

(a) By first creating an LMM under the spot measure, implement a class HybridEulerSimulator

performing and Euler simulation of the stock St under QN , using the timeDiscretization of the
LMM volatility. Use it to price a set of call options for a range of strikes Kmin < K < Kmax and
maturities Tmin < T < Tmax. Plot the resulting implied volatilities and see how they compare to
the stock instantaneous volatility σ;

(b) Modify the class HybridEulerSimulator in such a way that by passing an enum type variable
taking two different values, the simulation can also be performed using the approximated piecewise-
constant drift

µNt =
log(1 + L(Ti, Ti, Ti+1)δi)

Ti+1 − Ti
for t ∈ (Ti, Ti+1];

(c) Observe that in genral, the dirft has the stochastic formualtion

µNt =
∂

∂t
log(Nt)

Making use of the getNumeraire() method, enrich further the class HybridEulerSimulator with
a method calculating the drift in this way, were the derivative operator is computed using finite
differences;

(d) Compare the results for the simulation of theHybrid model as in (a), (b) and (c), as the sizes of the
volatility time discretisation in the LMM tends to that of the Libor time discretisation.


